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Possible reasons for the smallness of the cross section for the photoproduction of Ijs mesons are discussed. 
The causes of the decrease are: a) the cross section for the scattering of a real Ijs meson is small because of 
the small residue of the Pomeranchuk trajectory; b) the virtual Ijs meson does not have time due to the 
large mass m", to develop during the time E"'[/m ~ a pomeron shower, and therefore the diffraction 
transition of a virtual Ijs with q 2 = 0 into a real one with q 2 = m ~ is small; c) the transition Ijs->'Y is weak, and 
the vertex g,ljs" e'Y" e is a primary one and is not due to the virtual photon. It is shown that it is possible to 
choose between these possibilities by an experimental investigation of processes of electric production of Ijs 
mesons and of their photoproduction on nuclei. 

PACS numbers: 13.60.M, 14.40. 

At the present time it seems most likely that the re
cently discovered Iji mesons-narrow resonances of 
masses 3.1 and 3.7 GeV[l-4] -are hadrons (for example, 
bound cc states of quarks). The known data agree not 
too badly with such a hypothesis, with the exception, 
possibly, of the data on the cross section for photopro
duction 1) 

o(yN .... '1·X)~20 nb (E,>70 GeV), (1) 

which turned out to be anomalously small compared to 
the cross sections for the "elastic" photoproduction of 
ordinary vector mesons: p - 14000 nb, w - 2000 nb, 
cp - 600 nb, p' - 1600 nb l5,61. 

We discuss the following possibilities for explaining 
the smallness of the cross section for the photoproduc
tion of Iji. 

1. For Iji mesons the Pomeranchuk residue is smaH, 
i.e., the total cross section for the interaction of a real 
JJ meson with a nucleon is small. 

II. The residue of the Pomeranchuk pole is small 
only for a virtual Iji meson with q2 '" 0, but is of the 
usual order of magnitude for real Iji mesons and other 
particles consisting of charmed quarks. 

III. In contrast to ordinary hadrons Iji mesons have 
a direct interaction with electrons and muons and the 
transition 'Y - Iji is weak. 

1. In discussing the possibility I we assume a naive 
vector dominance and estimate the ratio of cross sec
tions for the strong interactions of Iji and other vector 
mesons. It turns out to be small. For example, 

° (1/lN-1PX) r._" m. O(lN-1jJX) 
rtp == a(pN-+pX) = r of _ ee mp o ("tN-+pX) 

7keV 3.1GeV 20 nb 1 
- 6keVO.77GeV1.4 fJ.b - 150' 

(2 ) 

where r p_ ee, f'1ji_ ee are the widths for the decay of 
p and Iji mesons into e+e-; mp and mlji are the meson 
masses. Similar relations for other mesons are equal 
to: 

(3 ) 

Thus, starting with the hypothesis of naive vector 
dominance we arrive at the conclusion of the smallness 
of the residue of the Pomeranchuk pole for Iji mesons. 
Such smallness can be due to the fact that c quarks 
interact relatively weakly with ordinary hadrons. In 
such a case the small width for the radiation transitions 
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Iji - hadrons + y appears to be natural. As regards the 
decay 1ji(3.7) - 1ji(3.1)2u, its Observed width corresponds 
to an effective constant A ~ 5 at the vertex (4rr )l/'?.Ij!ljirrrr, 
and such a value of A also corresponds to a fairly weak 
interaction of Iji and rr mesons, since it leads to a 
cross section for their low energy scattering CT( rrlji' 
- rrlji) ~ 1/ m~, which is small compared to the unitary 
limit. 

The smallness of the elastic cross section for IjiN 
scattering means that although the total cross section 
for the IjiN interaction with a nucleon is small, never
theless it is considerably greater than the elastic cross 
section. Indeed, in virtue of the optical theorems 

(4) 

Assuming that the effective value for the square of the 
transferred momentum teff for Ij! is the same as for 
p mesons (\ teff \ ~ GeV2/6) we obtain from (4) and (2) 

o'o,(1jJN) "" [O(tN-tN) ]'1' ",,[O(1jJN-1PX) ]'" ""..!.-. (5) 
olo,(pN) o(pN .... pN) o(pN .... pX) 12 

Taking into account the fact that for a p meson CTel 
"'" 4 mb, CTtot ~ 22 mb, CTed CTtot ~ 7'5, we obtain from 
(5) and (2) 

010' ('1N)/o,'(<rN) -50. (6) 

Starting with the premise that Iji is a bound cc state 
and taking the annihilation of cc into usual hadrons to 
be small, we arrive at the conclusion that in the total 
cross section for the interaction of Iji with nucleons the 
production of charmed particles must dominate_ From 
this it follows that the total cross section for the photo
production of pairs of charmed particles at energies 
considerably greater than threshold must also be con
siderably greater than the cross section for the photo
production of Iji mesons: 

(7) 

where Dn denotes a pair of charmed mesons. 

One should make the reservation that in making the 
above estimates we assumed that the cross sections for 
the "elastic" photoproduction of Ij! and for the diffrac
tion excitation of Iji are of the same order of magnitude 
(cL, (5)). This is indeed true for ordinary vector parti
cles _ But if this is not so for Iji bosons, and in the ex
periment on photoproduction the cross section for dif
fraction excitation was observed to be considerably, 
say, by a factor of n greater than the cross section for 
elastic photoproduction, then the right hand side of re-
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lation (6) must be greater by a factor of In, while the 
right hand side of (7) must be, roughly speaking, 
smaller by a factor of In. Such a possibility can also 
be checked experimentally. 

2. For l/! mesons, naive vector dominance and rela
tions (2) and (7) following from it need not hold, owing 
to their large mass. The possibility II mentioned above 
consists of the supposition that for real l/! mesons the 
residue of the Pomeranchuk pole is of the usual order 
of magnitude, while it is small for virtual ones. The 
physical reason for the relative smallness of the cross 
section for the interaction of virtual l/! can be sought in 
the shortness of the time for a fluctuation in the course 
of which a photon exists in the form of l/!. This time in 
the laboratory system of coordinates is, evidently, of 
order E y / m~, where E y is the photon energy. On the 
other hand, the time needed for the development of a 
pomeron shower is of order of magnitude of 
Ey /mcharml/!' where mchar is a certain characteristic 
mass for strong interactions. If mchar < mw' then an 
additional suppression of the cross section fqr the 
photoproduction of l/! arises. Such a space-time picture 
of the process of photoproduction of l/! arises naturally 
in the parton model[7]. In favor of such a picture we 
also have the circumstance that in the case of electro
production of pions by a virtual photon of large mass 
Q2 a similar discussion agrees with the behavior of the 
cross section for the photoproduction by a virtual pho
ton on a nucleon Uy ( v, Q2 ) ~ 1/Q" [8 J and leads to a 
good description of the experimental data[9]. Since 
scaling in electroproduction occurs at not very great 
values of Q2, one can suppose that mchar ::. 1 GeV. 

We also call attention to a possible analogy between 
the photoproduction of l/! and the electroproduction of ,J 

mesons when Q2 + mp ~ m~. It is well known that both 
the total cross section and the fraction for the produc
tion of p mesons in the total cross section falls off with 
increasing Q2.") It is therefore natural to assume that 
the photoproduction of l/! mesons is suppressed com
pared with p mesons and the suppression factor has the 
form (mp/m~p, where n = 1 - 2.3) 

If we introduce the factor mp/m~ into Eqs. (2) and 
(5), then we have 

0'0' (1jlN) 10'0' (pN) -' I" (8) 

i.e., the cross sections for the interaction of real l/! 
mesons with nucleons will be of the order of hadron 
cross sections. In such a case relation (6) does not 
hold and the total cross section for the photoproduction 
of pairs of charmed particles must be of the order of 
(or several times larger than) the cross section for the 
photoproduction of l/! mesons. 

It is possible to distinguish between possibilities I 
and II in experiments on photoproduction of :/J mesons 
on nuclei. In case I the nucleus is transparent for l/! 
mesons, remaining nontransparent for p mesons. 
Therefore for E y < m~Rnucl the cross section for 
photoproduction of l/! must be proportional to A; at the 
same time the cross section for photoproduction of p is 
proportional to A2/3. At an energy Ey » m~RnucI' when 
production of l/! mesons occurs in a region outside the 
nucleus, the cross section for photoproduction of l/! can 
also be proportional to A 2/3. In case II the nucleus is 
nontransparent for l/! mesons and therefore even for 
E y < m¢Rnucl the cross section for photoproduction of 
l/! must be proportional to A2/3. In such a case l/! are 
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created over the whole nuclear VOlume, but only those 
l/! mesons leave the nucleus without breaking up into 
pairs of charmed particles of type DD which were pro
duced in a thin outer shell of the nucleus near its rear 
wall. Therefore one can expect that the ratio of cross 
sections for photoproduction of l/! and D]) will in this 
case be proportional to A 1/3. 

3. We now consider possibility III when the I/J meson 
has a direct interaction with electrons and hadrons with 
constants ge and gh, while the transition I/J - y arises 
only in second order in e and ge (or gh). Then the I/J 
boson is a particle of the type of intermediate bosons 
that were discussed at one time[12-15J, which had a semi
weak (but parity-conserving) interaction linear in the 
I/J field, and a strong interaction with hadrons quadratic 
in I/J. 

Such an intermediate boson (stenon, according to the 
terminology of Applequist and Bjorken[15]) in the 
majority of its interactions with ordinary hadrons and 
leptons is indistinguishable from a boson of hadron 
nature, which due to any kind of selection rules goes 
over weakly into ordinary hadrons. In particular, the 
processes of single and pair creation of I/J bosons in 
hadron collisions could have comparable cross sections 
in both cases. Further, the constant for the coupling of 
a stenon with leptons determined from the width of the 
decay I/J - e'e- is equal to ge"" 2 x 10-3 (r I/J- ee 
= g~ml/J/3) and is of the same order of magnitude as for 
a hadron making a transition into leptons through a 
virtual photon ge ~ a/T[. One might expect that due to 
the existence of a strong quadratic interaction of a 
stenon with hadrons the cross section for its elastic 
scattering by nucleons must be of the order of magni
tude of ordinary hadron elastic cross sections, i.e., 
~ 5-10 mb, while the cross section for elastic photo
production is 

o(yN~1j:N)-ag,,'o(~-N~IJlN)-lO nb 

It is possible to check the hypotheSiS of the stenon 
nature of a I/J boson by investigating the process of 
electroproduction of I/J. Electroproduction of cc mesons 
on nucleons is described by the usual formulas: 

d;~dv=~ ~,~[m~:v+2;m,]OT(Q"V)' (9) 

where u y ( v, Q2) is the cross section for photoproduc
tion by a virtual photon, v = m(E - E'), E, E' are the 
energies of the initial and the final electrons, m is the 
nucleon mass. (It is assumed that v 2 » m2Q2 and that 
the contribution of longitudinally polarized virtual phO
tons has been neglected). 

When Q2» a( gh / ge) m~ electroproduction of stenons 
is determined by the diagram of Fig. 1 and 

(10 ) 

where uscatt<Q2, II) is the cross section for the scatter
ing of a virtual I/J by a nucleon. 

From a comparison of (9) and (10) it can be seen 
that the dependence of du/ dQ2 dll on Q2 in the region 
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Diagram describing the electroproduction of 
1/1 mesons in the case of their direct interaction 
with electrons ("stenon" hypothesis). 
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a m~ « Q2:5: m~ differs considerably in the case of the 
two hypotheses under consideration. If one assumes 
that apcatt(Q2, II) = aOfor Q2 < m~ and ascatt(Q2, II) 
= aOmo/Q2 for Q2 > m~, then for the total cross section 
for electroproduction according to the stenon hypothesis 
it follows from (10) that 

g; mo' ( 1 mo') o[ mE 3 Vm 1 Vm'] a(eN-+e¢+ ... )--- 1+--. (J In---+-.---,,-, , 
n m: 2 m.- Vm 4 mE 4 m-E-

(11) 

where 211m = m~ + 2mlPm. For E = 20 GeV, mo = 1 GeV, 
aO = 10 mb, the cross section for electroproduction of 
lP-meson is a( eN ~ e<p + ... ) "" 0.5 nb. 

It is important to note that it is already now possible 
to exclude the possibility of a direct interaction of lP 
with a neutrino with the constant gil ~ ge. Indeed, in the 
opposite case the cross section for the production of a 
stenon in a neutrino experiment would be of the same 
order of magnitude as the cross section for the electro
production of l/!. In spite of the possible indefiniteness in 
the values of mo and aO, one can make an estimate that 
for Ev ~ 100 GeV a( vN ~ vlP + , , .) ~ 10-34 cm-2 and 
the cross section for the production of muon pairs 
a( vN ~ J-I.+J.l-v + ... ) ~ 10- 35 cm2 • This value exceeds by 
several orders of magnitude the experimental upper 
limit for this quantity. 
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I)Private communications from D. Bjorken on preliminary results ob
tained at the NAL [16]. 

2)ln the case of electroproduction of p mesons Iteffl increases with in
creasing Q2. Analogously one can expect that Iteffl for photoproduc
tion of 1/1 is greater than in the case of p. One must keep this circum
stance in mind in the reduction of experimental data. 
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3)The suppression factor under discussion here is of a different nature 
than the one which was cons.idered in references [10,11]. 
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